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Now even more simple and convenient!
Explore new features below.

BiròCard: Easier and safer than a key.

A technological revolution with the new BiròCard. A coded electronic 
card  that susbstitutes the traditional key to turn on and off the vehicle. 
More practical, safer and modern.

Easy choice: 2 configurations, 2 types of batteries.

Choosing the Birò that suites your mobility needs the best is now even 
easier. Birò Summer for those who want 4 wheels and a ceiling overhead, 
Birò Winter to travel comfortly and protected from cold and rainy days too. 
The battery choice is easier as well. There are two options: 
Re-Move removable lithium or non-removale lithium Maxi.

Larger range: Up to 40% more.

Birò now offers up to a 55 km range with the new Re-Move battery and 
up to a 100km range with the Maxi battery. This means up to 40% more 
than the previous generation of batteries.

Doors: Now removable in less than 15 seconds.

Attaching and detaching the doors of Birò has never been so easy and 
fast. The new hinges no longer require you to remove any pins. In a 
matter of seconds. Even a kid could do it. You need to try it to believe it.

Defrost windscreen: Easy, Fast, Silent.

Birò Winter is not worried about the cold beacuse the standard 
windscreen is covered by a very thin and semi-invisible electric heat 
grid that, once activated, warms the windscreen up, defogging and 
de-icing it in a more effective, faster and silent way than the previous 
fan system. The result is always an optimal view. 

More comfort with the new suspension.

On the road the suspension has to make the tyres to follow all the 
bumps in the terrain. The new standard suspension better absorbs 
the bumps in the road, guaranteeing a superior traction and better 
comfort while driving.

An “extra oomph” in the city.

In traffic or on roads with low speed limits, a speed cap function is a 
practical and useful aid in order to respect traffic laws. For this reason, a 
two-speed selector (30km/h and 45km/h) is now standard on all Biròs.

Portable speaker: Music and calls everywhere.

Your music follows you everywhere, inside and outside of Birò. The portable 
speaker provided with Birò Winter connects to your smartphone via 
Bluetooth® so that you can listen to your musical files and use speakerphone 
to make calls everywhere, thanks to the internal rechargable battery. 

USB port: Your smartphone always charged.

Not only Birò needs to recharge its batteries. Now a USB port is 
standard in order to fill your mobile devices' tank full of energy.

Birò umbrella: Always with you  when you need it.

Birò Winter is for your daily commute, rain or shine. For this reason, a 
foldable umbrella with an automatic opening system is constantly at 
your side to always keep you dry at your appointments.

 

Garment hook: More space for your belongings.

Either for your jacket or your grocery bag, the new garment hook allows 
you to best organize your daily personal belongings.

Side maxi mirrors now standard: Wide view always.

Increasing your driving view. This means freedom and safety as well, 
so Birò now offers the side maxi mirrors as standard equipment 
(previously optional) in order to always give you a better view.

3 point safety belts now standard: Safety for everyone.

Safety is not optional. The 3 point safety belts is now standard 
no matter the configuration chosen.  

175 width rear tyres now standard.

There is no freedom without safety. The 175 width rear tyres are now 
standard in order to guarantee higher stability and traction while turning.

More choice among 99 colours.

Freedom means being able to choose. You can now customize your Birò 
by choosing among 99 colours. A world of possibilities in front of you.

More convenient: Up to 14% less!

All these advantages at a lower price! Now Birò costs up to € 700 less 
with the Re-Move battery and up to € 1.500 less with the Maxi battery.

Now up to 
14% less!

THE REAL GRANDNESS 
IS IN THE SIMPLICITY.


